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ELIGE LA PALABRA QUE CONCUERDA CON LA DESCRIPCIÓN

 

 A printed publication containing articles, advertisements, and correspondence

 

 Magazine

 Newspaper

 News
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A machine that people use to get money from their bank accounts

 Machine

 Bank

 Cash machine
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A toilet in a public building

 Restroom

 Bathroom

 A shower
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Some people leave work the last minute, a lot of us can´t stop gossiping, and others always arrive to events late.
These aren´t serious problems, but they are bad habits that can cause trouble. Habits like these waste your time
and, in some cases, might even affect your relationships. What can you do about them? Read this advice to end
your bad habits for good!

I can do it tomorrow

1. PROBLEM: Do you leave projects until the very last minute and then stay up all night to finish them?
2. SOLUCION: People often put things off because they seem overwhelming. Try dividing the project into

smaller steps. After you finish each task, reward yourself with a snack or a call to a friend.

Guess What I Just Heard

1. PROBLEM: Do you try not to talk about other people, but can´t help yourself? Do you often feel bad after
you´ve done it?

2. SOLUTION: First, don´t listen to gossip. If someone tells you a secret, just say, “Really? I haven´t heard
that.” Then think of some other news to offer – about yourself.

Never On Time

1. PROBLEM: Are you always late? Do your friends invite you to events a half hour early?
2. SOLUTION: Set an alarm clock. For example, if a movie starts at 8:00 and it takes 20 minutes to get to the

theater, you have to leave at 7:40. Set the alarm to go off at the time you need to leave.

 ACORDE CON EL TEXTO SELECCIONE LA MEJOR RESPUESTA PARA LA PREGUNTA.

Are bad habits?

 

 

 I can cause trouble

 Dividing a proyect into smaller step

 You always are late
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 What is the best description of the article?

 

 The article starts with a description and then gives advice

 The article stars with a description and then give facts

 The article gives the write’s opinion
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SELECCIONA LA RESPUESTA CORRECTA PARA LA IMAGEN

 Air polluction

 Train system

 Pólice officers
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 Street light

Parking garaje

 Subway lines
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 Traffic light

 Traffic jam

 Traffic lane
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Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
She___17_____ to Los Angeles and soon got a guest appearance as a waitress on Beverly Hills 90210.

10.

 Born

 Was

 Was born
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Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
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11.
 From

 Since

 Of
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Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
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12.
 At

 In

 On
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Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
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13.
 Graduate

Graduated

Graduating
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 Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
She___17_____ to Los Angeles and soon got a guest appearance as a waitress on Beverly Hills 90210.

14.
 His

 It

 Her
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 Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
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15.
 Auditioned

Auditioning

Audition
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 Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.
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She___17_____ to Los Angeles and soon got a guest appearance as a waitress on Beverly Hills 90210.

 16.
Decided

 Deciding

Decide
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 Lucy Liu___10_______ in 1968 in Queens, New York. She is one _11__three children of chinese immigrants.
___12____ 1990, she___13_____ from the University of Michigan with a degree in Asian languages and cultures. As
a students, she also took classes in dances, voice, fine arts, and acting.

 During___14___ last year of college, Liu __15_____ for a small part in a production of Alice in wonderland and won
the lead role. Encouraged by this experience, she___16_______ to try to become a professional actress.
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 17.
 Moving

 Move

 Moved
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ELIGE LA RESPUESTA CORRECTA ACORDE CON EL TEXTO

 A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while
he slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so
sadly that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not
get loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

The lion was tired from chasing his prey. What does prey mean?

saying a prayer

the animals he tries to catch and eat

the ones chasing him
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

The lion laid his paw on a poor mouse. What is a paw? 

 a lion''s foot

 tail

 rock
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

The mice went to sleep under a____________

 

 rock.

 waterfall.

 tree.
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

While he slept, what animals scrambled over him?

 mice

 cockroaches

 spiders
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

The mouse begged________

to eat some more corn.

for mercy.

for him to eat a different mouse.
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

A few days later the lion was__________

 sleeping and the mouse scrambled over him again.

 catching mice for his supper.

caught in a hunter’s trap and unable to get out.
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

When he heard the lion roar, the mouse that the lion had let go came to help. How could a mouse help?

 He could let the lion eat him.

He could give the lion some advice

He could chew the ropes and let the lion go free.
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A lion, tired from chasing his prey lay sleeping under a nice, shady tree. Some mice, scrambling over him while he
slept, awoke him. The lion was upset and lay his paw on one of the mice. The mouse begged for mercy so sadly
that the lion let him go. A few days later, the same lion found himself caught in a hunter’s net. He could not get
loose. He roared in anger. The mouse whose life he had saved heard this and came. How could a little mouse
help a big, strong lion? His sharp little teeth chewed through the ropes and soon the lion was free.

The lesson is that we should not look down on

 mice.

lions.

 friends who do not seem to be important or strong.


